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The KT range of packaging tape has been developed by TydenBrooks
specifically to meet the needs of those responsible for secure
transportation of high value goods. KTL can be used on all types of
fibreboard, plastic and wood. Any attempt to remove or lift the tape will
result in the de-lamination of the top and bottom layer leaving an
obvious and clear irreversible security message.
All printing and numbering is under surface making it impossible to
remove or alter the tape. Furthermore if the material has been
de-laminated, there is no adhesive residue left to allow replacement
or resealing of the tape.

To satisfy the increasing demands for an effective security
packaging material TydenBrooks is now able to offer
customisation in our popular range of self wound tapes.
Customised security message and top surface design
in any language
Various colours available on larger quantities
Suitable for use with standard tape dispencer
Customised tape carries a 216 (36/carton) m.o.q
Current range of KT tamper evident tapes
KTL - Stock Version
Blue top surface material with a clear multilingual "void
opened" irreversible void message. The tape is perforated
every 152mm (6 inches) but this version of KTL is not
numbered. KTL Stock Version is supplied in 50 meter (164
feet) rolls and the tape is 50mm (2 inches) wide.

KTC - Continuous version of KTL
Customer version only. Subject to a minimum order
quantity of 216 rolls (36 rolls per carton,
All the benefits of the basic KTL Blue security tape but
continuous, without perforation. Preferred reel size, as
with all our tapes is 50m long x 50mm wide.

KTL - Custom Version
Subject to a minimum order quantity of 216 rolls (36 rolls per
carton, KTL tape can be customised to your requirements.
We can supply customised top surface print and a
customised void message along with a colour of your choice.
The length and width of the tape can be varied to suit.

KTW - Subject to a minimum order quantity of 216
rolls (36 rolls per carton,For especially for wood and
porous surfaces. Incorporates a double layer of
adhesive allowing it to adhere to the contours of the
surface to be sealed. Currently only produced to
customer requirement though we have sample reels for
evaluation.

KTL+ - Stock Version
Red top surface material with a clear multilingual "void
opened" irreversible void message. The tape is perforated
every 152mm (6 inches) and each section is uniquely
numbered sub surface to prevent tampering with the number.
KTL+ Stock Version is supplied in 50 meter (164 feet) rolls
and the tape is 50mm (2 inches) wide.
KTL+ - Custom Version
Subject to a minimum order quantity of 216 rolls (36 rolls
per carton, KTL+ tape can be customised to your
requirements. We can supply customised top surface
print and a customised void message along with a colour
of your choice. The length and width of the tape can be
varied to suit.

KTB - High security "Brown" tape
On the surface a standard looking "brown" packing
tape though has all the tamper evident characteristics
of the KTL/KTC tapes. This is held as a stock item
though within reason, can be customised to instruction.
Again preferred reel sizes 50m x 50mm wide.
Please contact us to discuss your requirements
and we will be happy to produce a design to suit your
specification and we will send it to you in PDF format
along with the price.
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